POSIglaze Base Fix with Balcony Seal
INSTALLATION GUIDE

1.
POSITION THE DRAIN BLOCKS
Apply the waterproof membrane to your surface. Once
this is complete use the POSIglaze channel and a pen to
mark the drill hole positions. Drill the bolt holes into the
substrate starting at 100mm from the first edge and then
at 200mm intervals thereafter. Position each drain block
over the drilled hole. Make sure that the filling port is
facing you on the inside of the installation.

2.
ALIGN THE CHANNEL
Next, you must place the channel on top of the drain
blocks. Make sure the grooves are aligned and the
channel is sitting correctly on each drain block.

3.
FIT THE BOLTS
Once the channel is lined up with the holes and is also
level you can fix down the channel with the bolts. Before
moving onto the next step you must ensure the ground is
completely dry.
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4.
RESIN
One at a time, pump resin into the drain blocks.
When you see resin fill the bolt hole, stop. Use a
gloved finger to remove any exces. Continue down
the entire length of the channel until all the drain
blocks have been filled with resin.The resin will take
24 hours to cure. You are able to fit the glass before
the curing time is finished.

5.
FIT THE GLASS
Complete the installation of the glass as normal.
Adjust the glass so that it is perfeclty aligned. Once
this is complete you should fit the top bead and
gasket as well as the end caps if theyre required.

6.
FINISH INSTALLATION
Once everything is correctly in place, the glass
and channel will need to be cleaned. Using a nonabrasive glass cleaner for the glass and warm soapy
water for the channel. We reccomend using a soft
cloth to avoid scratches. Refer to the operating and
maintenance manual for further maintenance.

Should any problems arise or you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact us:
T: +44 (0)1208 261 040
F: +44 (0)1208 261 041
E:- sales@pure-vista.com
www.pure-vista.com
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